FENDERCO DELIVERS

MOUNTING KITS

TANDEM TRAILER
FENDERS

TRUCK & TRAILER
FENDERS

Fit most semi-truck & semi-trailer applications.
Mounting hardware not included.

a profile to suit your needs
RTF-60 Round Half Fender
Use M-RTF-60 mounting kit

RTR-180 Round Full Fender
Use M-RTF-180 mounting kit

STF-60 Standard Half Fender
Use M-RTF-60 mounting kit

STF-3 Standard Full Fender
Use M-RTF-180 mounting kit

TTF-72 Single Tandem Trailer Fender
Mounting kit not available

M-RTR-180 Universal straight style bolt-on fender mount kit

M-RTF-60 Universal offset style bolt-on fender mount kit

Fenderco fenders are backed
by a lifetime warranty.*
Textured outer surface for scuff
resistance.
Smooth undersurface helps with
the shedding of mud, snow, or
other debris resulting in minimized
maintenance.
The Fenderco fender’s narrow, but
durable profile allows for flexibility
which enhances debris deflection
and maintains structural integrity.

Assuming proper installation
and conventional usage,
Fenderco guarantees their
poly fenders for life to the
original owner!
* refer

to the Fenderco Lifetime Warranty
policy for specific details.
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FENDERCO DELIVERS

FENDERCO DELIVERS

Constructed of durable
Polyethylene plastic, Fenderco
fenders deliver flexibility. Where
aluminum and steel fenders are
rigid in construction and respond
to vibrations or impacts by getting
bent up or damaged, Fenderco
fenders bounce back. Stones and
debris are easily deflected down
from a Fenderco fender offering
maximum protection against flying
stones or debris.

Since Fenderco fenders are
constructed of plastic, and not
steel or aluminum, their
non-corrosive properties eliminate
the need for painting.

Fenderco fenders, although light
and flexible in nature, are extremely
durable and able to withstand an
extreme range of temperatures
from -50 C to +50 C. Fenderco
fenders are impervious to the harsh
effects of salt.

flexibility.

low maintenance.

The smooth undersurface of
the Fenderco fender prevents
mud and snow from building up,
eliminating the need to clean the
fenders; resulting in increased
productivity.

TRUCK
TRAILER
F E N D E R S

durability.

Fenderco fenders are the toughest
poly fender on the road; we
guarantee it!
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